HOW DOES ONE INNOCENT EMPLOYEE MISTAKE BRING DOWN A WHOLE COMPANY?

Sometimes employees make mistakes—losing devices, clicking on things they shouldn’t, or even disabling protections that get in their way. Lenovo ThinkShield helps to prevent and contain human error before it turns into a devastating breach—without getting in the way of productivity.

LEADING BIOS SECURITY

With Intel® Hardware Shield

With the power of the Intel® vPro™ platform, Lenovo ThinkShield provides BIOS that can self-heal in the event of corruption by human error or attack. And unlike other PC manufacturers, we did not build in a backdoor, so BIOS can be administered securely. If you’re skeptical, you can arrange a look through the 2,000,000+ lines of code in our secure BIOS Reading Room.3 We’ll even let you create a unique signature for the BIOS you reviewed.

ThinkShield is Lenovo’s portfolio of secure Think devices, software, and services—fully customizable to keep your business ahead of dangerous breaches. Get the most comprehensive protection with a modern Windows 10 Pro device powered by the Intel® vPro™ platform.

LEADERSHIP IN SECURITY

ThinkShield is designed for business. Perfected for people.

In 2015, one click from an employee at Anthem exposed the personal data of 78 million people, costing the company an estimated $100+ million.1

48% of breaches originate from human error.2
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